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Binding of the Bacteriophage P22 N-Peptide to the boxB RNA Motif Studied
by Molecular Dynamics Simulations

Ranjit P. Bahadur, Srinivasaraghavan Kannan, and Martin Zacharias*
School of Engineering and Science, Jacobs University Bremen, Bremen, Germany

ABSTRACT Protein-RNA interactions are important for many cellular processes. The Nut-utilization site (N)-protein of bacte-
riophages contains an N-terminal arginine-rich motif that undergoes a folding transition upon binding to the boxB RNA hairpin
loop target structure. Molecular dynamics simulations were used to investigate the dynamics of the P22 N-peptide-boxB complex
and to elucidate the energetic contributions to binding. In addition, the free-energy changes of RNA and peptide conformational
adaptation to the bound forms, as well as the role of strongly bound water molecules at the peptide-RNA interface, were studied.
The influence of peptide amino acid substitutions and the salt dependence of interaction were investigated and showed good
agreement with available experimental results. Several tightly bound water molecules were found at the RNA-binding interface
in both the presence and absence of N-peptide. Explicit consideration of the waters resulted in shifts of calculated contributions
during the energetic analysis, but overall similar binding energy contributions were found. Of interest, it was found that the elec-
trostatic field of the RNA has a favorable influence on the coil-to-a-helix transition of the N-peptide already outside of the peptide-
binding site. This result may have important implications for understanding peptide-RNA complex formation, which often involves
coupled folding and association processes. It indicates that electrostatic interactions near RNA molecules can lead to a shift in
the equilibrium toward the bound form of an interacting partner before it enters the binding pocket.
INTRODUCTION

Protein-RNA interactions are crucially important for

numerous cellular processes, such as gene expression and its

regulation, and for many catalytic activities required for

proteinsynthesis.To understand these processes at a molecular

level, it is important to know how a RNA molecule specifically

recognizes its partner protein. Recent advancements in the

field of structure determination have provided three-dimen-

sional (3D) atomic details for a number of protein-RNA com-

plexes and allowed analysis of the binding interface (1–10).

However, the binding process and the associated energetic

and conformational changes are still not well understood.

It is recognized that the conformation of interacting part-

ners can change dramatically upon protein-RNA complex

formation (11,12). For example, the N-proteins (Nut-utiliza-

tion site proteins) of bacteriophages contain arginine-rich

conserved RNA recognition motifs of ~20 amino acids that

undergo a folding transition to form a bent a-helix upon

binding to the RNA target structure (13). The function of

N proteins (from bacteriophages P22, l, and 421) is to prevent

transcription termination upon binding to the boxB RNA of

the N utilization site (nut site) in the bacteriophage transcript.

This protein-RNA complex then associates stably with RNA

polymerase during transcription elongation and inhibits tran-

scription termination (14). It plays an important role in the

transcription antitermination process in bacteriophages (14),

and has been well studied in many biophysical and biochem-
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ical experiments. The N-terminal arginine-rich domain and

even a truncated fragment alone (termed N-peptide) bind

specifically to the boxB RNA hairpin target (13,15–17).

Structures of several N-peptide-RNA complexes have

been determined and indicate overall similar complex geom-

etries (13). In the case of the phage P22, the boxB RNA

forms a hairpin with a five-basepair stem, and a loop of

five nucleotides (GACAA) that adopts a GNRA tetraloop

fold (13,15,16). Although all five nucleotides at the loop

region are essential for the function of antitermination, gel

mobility shift assays indicate that only nucleotides 1, 3,

and 5 are important for the peptide binding, and the other

two (nucleotides 2 and 4) are required for the interaction

of the N protein/nut complex with additional elongation

factors (18–20). The bent a-helix recognizes primarily the

shape and negatively charged surface of the RNA through

multiple hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions. Struc-

tural studies have shown that the hydrophobic interactions

between the peptide and the C11 loop nucleotide also play

a critical role in stabilizing the N-peptide-boxB RNA

complex (13,15).

Investigators have thoroughly examined the involvement

of electrostatic interactions in N-peptide boxB binding by

studying the salt dependence of peptide-RNA binding

(5,21). Biochemical and mutational data show that three of

the seven amino acid residues that are conserved in the

N-terminal region of the peptide are important for antitermi-

nation function and critical for boxB recognition (22,23).

Because of its small size, the availability of experimentally

determined 3D structures, and the large number of biochem-

ical and biophysical studies that have focused on it, the

N-peptide-boxB system is an excellent model system in
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which to study the dynamics and energetics of peptide-RNA

complexes.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can be used to

characterize molecular motions in biomolecules on the nano-

second timescale at atomic resolution. The MD approach has

already been applied to many RNA-containing molecules

(24–28), and has been used to characterize the flexibility of

RNA, as well as hydration and ion binding (27,28). The

dynamics of structures as large as a complete ribosome

have been investigated in the nanosecond time regime (29).

In combination with advanced sampling methods, it has also

been used to study folding of RNA (30,31) and DNA (32)

hairpins, structural transitions in RNA motifs (33), and

peptide-RNA interactions (34).

In this study, MD simulations were employed to investigate

the dynamics of the P22 N-peptide-boxB complex and to

elucidate the energetic contributions to binding. In addition,

the free-energy changes associated with adaptation of RNA

and peptide conformation toward the bound forms, and the

role of strongly bound water molecules at the peptide-RNA

interface were studied. The influence of peptide amino acid

substitutions and the salt dependence of interaction were

investigated and showed good agreement with available

experimental results. Of interest, it was found that the electro-

static field of the RNA has a favorable influence on the

coil-to-a-helix transition of the N-peptide outside of the

peptide-binding site. This result may have important implica-

tions for understanding peptide-RNA complex formation,

which very frequently involves structural changes or folding

transitions in the peptide (14). It indicates that electrostatic

interactions near RNA molecules can lead to a shift in the

equilibrium toward the bound form of an interacting partner

before direct contacts with the binding pocket are formed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

MD simulations in explicit solvent

The initial structure of the complex between the N-peptide and boxB RNA

of bacteriophage P22 corresponded to the experimental structure (13) (first

entry Protein Data Bank ID: 1a4t). The N-peptide contained 19 residues

(sequence NAKTRRHERRRKLAIERDT) and the boxB RNA included

15 nucleotides (sequence 50-GCGCUGACAAAGCGC). MD simulations

were performed on the whole complex structure, as well as on the N-peptide

and RNA alone (starting from the experimental structures taken from the

complex).

The Amber9 program package (35) in combination with the parm99 force

field (36) was used for all simulations. Each starting structure’s complex,

receptor (RNA hairpin), and ligand (peptide) were solvated in an octahedral

water box using the TIP3P water model (37) and a minimum distance from

the solute and the box boundaries of 10 Å, resulting in 6392 water molecules

for the complex, 3841 for the RNA, and 4302 for the peptide. Standard ioni-

zation states were used for ionizable side chains at pH 7. The pH for the

NMR structure determination was 5.7 (13). It is expected that low experi-

mental pH further stabilizes the protonated forms of the basic residues in

the peptide such that the ionization states are also valid at pH ¼ 5.7. Each

system was neutralized by the addition of counterions (eight Kþ ions for

the complex, 14 Kþ for RNA, and six Cl� to neutralize the isolated peptide).

Each system was energy-minimized (1000 steps) using the sander module.
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During MD simulations, the systems were initially harmonically restrained

(25 kcal $ mol�1 $ Å�2) to the energy-minimized start coordinates and

heated up to 300 K in steps of 100 K followed by gradual removal of posi-

tional restraints over a period of 0.1 ns, and a final 1 ns unrestrained equil-

ibration at 300 K. The respective resulting systems were used as starting

structures for bound and free MD simulations. Each simulation was

extended to an additional 20 ns at constant pressure (1 bar) and constant

temperature (300 K). The long-range electrostatic interactions were treated

with the particle-mesh Ewald method (38) using a real-space cutoff distance

of 9 Å. The SETTLE algorithm (39) was used to constrain bond vibrations

involving hydrogen atoms, allowing a time step of 2 fs. Coordinates were

recorded every 4 ps.

Binding free-energy calculations

Binding free-energy calculations based on the molecular mechanics Poisson-

Boltzmann surface area (MM/PBSA) method were carried out over the last

10 ns of the MD trajectory of the respective simulations (11 ns equilibration

phase). In one set of calculations, all of the solvent molecules and counter-

ions were removed during the MM/PBSA calculations. To study the effect of

several tightly bound water molecules in a second set of calculations, eight

water molecules located at the interface between the peptide and RNA were

explicitly included during the MM/PBSA calculations. These eight water

molecules were present at approximately the same locations in both simula-

tions of the RNA in the presence and absence of the N-peptide. The binding

free energy was calculated from the following equation:

DDGbinding ¼ DGcomplex �
�
DGrna þ DGpeptide

�
:

The free energies of the complex (DGcomplex), RNA (DGrna), and peptide

(DGpeptide) were calculated as averages over 2500 snapshots form the MD

trajectories. The calculated free-energy changes were split into several

components, including molecular mechanics force-field terms and solvation

terms as explained in detail in the Supporting Material.

The energetic contributions to the binding of each amino acid residue in

the N-peptide were estimated by calculating the change in free energy of

binding while the residues were mutated (in silico) to alanine. The alanine

mutant structures were generated from snapshots of the wild-type using

the method developed by Massova and Kollman (40). The last 10 ns of

the whole MD trajectory were taken to calculate the change in free energy

of binding due to the mutation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dynamics of the RNA and N-peptide in complex
and in the absence of partner structures

An MD simulation at 300 K for 20 ns was performed using the

experimental boxB-N-peptide complex from bacteriophage

p22 as a starting structure (13). In addition, MD simulations

of the same length were also used to study the N-peptide

and boxB RNA alone. The root mean-square deviation

(RMSD) of the simulated complex structure from the starting

structure reached a stable level of ~2.5 Å after a few nanosec-

onds of simulation time (Fig. 1 A, black). Significantly larger

RMSD levels were reached transiently during an interval of

7–9 ns simulation time. In the complex, all N-peptide residues

except for the last four C-terminal residues (Glu-16, Arg-17,

Asp-18, and Thr-19) and the Glu-7 on the opposite face of the

helix contacted the 15 nucleotide boxB-RNA. These contacts

were largely preserved throughout the whole simulation

of the complex. During the 7–9 ns interval, reversible
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conformational transitions in the C-terminal region (residues

16–19) of the bound peptide were observed that resulted

in increased RMSDs for both the whole complex and the

bound peptide (Fig. 1 A, black and green). Indeed, multiple

conformations were reported for this apparently flexible

segment in an NMR structure determination study (13). The

RNA hairpin in the complex that forms a GNRA tetraloop

was remarkably stable (Fig. 1 A, red). The average RMSD

from the starting structure was ~1.6 Å (Fig. 1 A, red), which

is close to the 1.3 Å obtained by comparing the ensemble of

available NMR structures (13).

A superposition of the simulated complex structure taken

from the final stage of the 20 ns MD trajectory with the

experimental starting structure also indicates close agree-

ment with the starting conformation (Fig. 2 A). The overall

complex is stable, with a large contact surface area (1410 Å2)

buried at the interface between the hairpin RNA and peptide;

~1/3 of the surface area of the RNA and half of that of the

peptide buried at the interface are contributed by the hydro-

phobic groups. On average, nine hydrogen (H)-bonds were

found at the RNA-peptide interface that covers 340 Å2

(24%) of the total buried surface area at the interface. Six

of these bonds were formed by the four arginine residues

(Arg-5, Arg-6, Arg-9, and Arg-10) that interact with the

major groove nucleotides. Moreover, the side-chain nitrogen

atoms from Lys-3 and His-7 were also involved in the

H-bonds with hairpin nucleotides.

Larger deviations from the starting structures were

observed in the simulations of isolated RNA and N-peptide

(Fig. 1 B). However, in the case of boxB RNA, the structure

remained overall close to the starting structure (Fig. 1 B,

red), with an average RMSD of all heavy atoms of ~2.5 Å

from the starting structure (Fig. 2 B). In contrast, the RMSD

of the peptide from the a-helical starting configuration

FIGURE 1 RMSD (heavy atoms) of sampled conformations of complex,

peptide, and RNA from the native structure (Protein Data Bank: 1A4T) versus

simulation time. (A) RMSD of the N-peptide-boxB RNA complex (black),

RNA in complex (red), and peptide in complex (green/light gray) starting

from the experimental structure. (B) RMSD of isolated RNA (red/dark gray)

and isolated peptide (green/light gray) starting from the experimental structure.
FIGURE 2 Superposition (in stereo) of the final structures (red/light gray)

of complex (A) and isolated RNA hairpin (B) on the experimental starting

structures (blue/dark gray). The RNA hairpin is shown in stick representa-

tion and the N-peptide is in backbone tube representation. (C) Stereo view

of the N-peptide (tube representation) taken from the final stage of simula-

tion of the complex (blue/dark gray) and the final structure of the MD simu-

lation of the isolated peptide (red/light gray).
Biophysical Journal 97(12) 3139–3149
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increased rapidly during the first few nanoseconds of the

simulation and remained at a level of 5–6 Å (Fig. 1 B, green),

representing an unfolded structure with only a partial residual

helical structure (Fig. 2 C). This agrees with the experimental

observation that the N-peptide is unstructured in free solution

and forms an a-helix only upon binding to boxB RNA

(5,13,21). Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material shows a compar-

ison of the average B-factor of each RNA nucleotide during

the MD simulations in the absence and presence of the

N-peptide. It demonstrates overall lower atomic fluctuations

of the RNA in the bound form compared to the form with

no binding partner.

Free energy of the peptide and RNA to adopt
the structure in the complex

After the explicit water molecules and ions were removed,

the generated MD trajectories were subjected to an MM/

PBSA analysis. To calculate the electrostatic solvation

contributions, both the finite-difference PB and (for compar-

ison) generalized Born (GB) methods were used. In this

approach, the solute is presented as a low dielectric cavity

(3 ¼ 1) embedded in a high-dielectric aqueous continuum

(3 ¼ 80). The MM/PBSA analysis was performed for the

complex as well as for the isolated RNA and N-peptide part-

ners using conformations extracted from the trajectory of the

complex (bound forms) or from MD simulations of the iso-

lated partners (free forms). The calculations were performed

over the last 10 ns of each simulation (2500 frames).

The convergence of the results was monitored by

computing the cumulative average over the trajectories

(Fig. S2). In all cases the cumulative average showed a final

drift of the calculated free energies of <1 kcal $ mol�1 ns�1.

This was the case even for the isolated peptide, which

samples a variety of conformational states. It is likely that
Biophysical Journal 97(12) 3139–3149
the simulation time was too short to exhaustively sample

all relevant unfolded peptide states. However, most of the

conformational energy differences between these unfolded

or partially folded states are small and therefore result in

only a small final drift of the average calculated peptide

free energy (Fig. S2).

By comparing the average energies of the RNA and

N-peptide trajectories in the bound versus free forms, we

were able to estimate the free-energy change associated

with the process of transforming the structures from the

unbound to the bound form (termed free energy of adaptation;

Tables 1 and 2). The calculations predict that the free-

energy change of peptide folding toward the bound helical

structure is favorable (�11.7 kcal $ mol�1 for MM/PBSA

and�11.4 kcal $ mol�1 for MM/GBSA; Table 1). In contrast,

the calculated free energy change associated with the

formation of the bound form compared to the unbound from

of the boxB RNA was positive (19.8 kcal $ mol�1 for

MM/PBSA and 13.6 kcal$mol�1 for MM/GBSA; Table 1).

Note that the calculations do not include contributions due

to changes in the conformational entropy of the peptide

and RNA. Normal-mode or quasiharmonic analysis is

frequently used to estimate the conformational entropy of

a molecule (41). However, it is unlikely that this approach

could provide realistic results in the case presented here

because the peptide in the unfolded form can visit multiple

conformational substates, and hence calculations based on

a quadratic approximation around a single energy minimum

(as used in normal-mode analysis) do not give an accurate

estimate of the entropy of the peptide. Therefore, the data

in Table 1 represent mainly the energetic part of the

RNA and peptide states (including possible entropic solvent

contributions).

The predicted favorable structural adaptation free-

energy change in the case of the peptide disagrees with
TABLE 1 Adaptation energy for the peptide and hairpin RNA

Energy

N-peptide boxB RNA

Bound Free Adaptation energy* Bound Free Adaptation energy*

BONDy 460.1 (5 2) 456.0 (5 2) 4.1 (5 2) 757.8 (5 2) 763.7 (5 1) �5.9 (5 1)

VDWz �49.5 (5 1) �24.0 (5 1) -25.5 (5 1) -128.1 (5 1) -134.3 (5 2) 6.2 (5 1)

ELEx �22.3 (5 5) �418.2 (5 3) 395.9 (5 4) �404.7 (5 12) �538.4 (5 15) 133.7 (5 10)

SURNP{ 17.5 (5 0.7) 18.1 (5 0.01) �0.6 (5 0.1) 22.5 (5 0.02) 21.9 (5 0.03) 0.6 (5 0.01)

PBk �1557.2 (5 6) �1171.5 (5 4) �385.7 (5 5) �3426.0 (5 13) �3311.3 (5 15) �114.7 (5 10)

GB** �1559.5 (5 6) �1174.0 (5 3) �385.4 (5 5) �3344.2 (5 12) �3223.3 (5 8) �121.0 (5 9)

DGyyPB �1151.3 (5 3) �1139.6 (5 1) �11.7 (5 2) �3178.5 (5 2) �3198.4 (5 2) 19.8 (5 2)

DGyyGB �1153.6 (5 3) �1142.2 (5 1) �11.4 (5 1) �3096.7 (5 2) �3110.3 (5 1) 13.6 (5 2)

MM/PBSA free energies are averages over the last 10 ns of the trajectories (2500 frames).

*Adaptation energy (kcal/mol) is calculated by subtracting the energy of the free state from that of the bound state.
yBond, angle, dihedral energy.
zvan der Waals energy.
xElectrostatic energy.
{Contribution of the nonpolar surface area to the solvation free energy.
kElectrostatic solvation free energy with the PB model.

**Electrostatic solvation free energy with the GB model.
yyTotal energy, sum of all the above energy terms.
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TABLE 2 Adaptation energy for the peptide and hairpin RNA including eight explicit interface water molecules

Energy

N-peptide boxB RNA

Bound Free Adaptation energy* Bound Free Adaptation energy*

BONDy 460.1 (5 2) 456.0 (5 2) 4.1 (5 1) 757.8 (5 2) 763.2 (5 1) �5.9 (5 1)

VDWz �49.5 (5 1) �24.1 (5 1) �25.4 (5 1) �118.2 (5 1) �123.8 (5 2) 5.7 (5 0.4)

ELEx �22.3 (5 5) �418.2 (5 3) 395.9 (5 4) �535.4 (5 6) �664.2 (5 5) 128.8 (5 5)

SURNP{ 17.5 (5 0.1) 18.1 (5 0.01) �0.6 (5 0.1) 23.1 (5 0.01) 22.3 (5 0.03) 0.1 (5 0.01)

PBk �1557.2 (5 6) �1171.5 (5 3) �385.7 (5 5) �3407.4 (5 9) �3289.8 (5 6) �117.6 (5 8)

GB** �1559.5 (5 6) �1174.0 (5 3) �385.4 (5 5) �3322.9 (5 4) �3202.7 (5 2) �120.1 (5 3)

DGyyPB �1151.3 (5 3) �1139.6 (5 1) �11.7 (5 2) �3280.4 (5 1) �3291.6 (5 2) 11.2 (5 2)

DGyyGB �1153.6 (5 3) �1142.2 (5 1) �11.4 (5 1) �3195.9 (5 1) �3204.6 (5 2) 8.7 (5 2)

MM/PBSA free energies are averages over the last 10 ns of the trajectories (2500 frames).

*Adaptation energy (kcal/mol) is calculated by subtracting the energy of the free state from that of the bound state.
yBond, angle, dihedral energy.
zvan der Waals energy.
xElectrostatic energy.
{Contribution of the nonpolar surface area to the solvation free energy.
kElectrostatic solvation free energy with the PB model.

**Electrostatic solvation free energy with the GB model.
yyTotal energy, sum of all the above energy terms.
the experimental result for the related l N-peptide of þ3.04

kcal $ mol�1 (21) (extrapolated to zero salt concentration). If

one assumes that the MM/PBSA results are dominated by the

energetic changes associated with binding (although the

continuum solvent calculations may include possible solvent

entropy effects), it is useful to compare it with experimental

data on the enthalpy change for a coil-helix transition.

Garcia-Garcia and Draper (21) reported a DHcoil->helix ¼
�12.6 kcal $ mol�1, which is close to our predicted adapta-

tion MM/PBSA energy change (�11.7 kcal $ mol�1) for the

coil-helix transition of the P22 N-peptide. Note, however,

that the l N-peptide in their work consisted of 22 residues,

whereas our calculations were performed on a 19-residue

P22 N-peptide, which may also contribute to the difference

between the calculation and experimental results.

We also checked the consistency of the calculation results by

estimating the entropy change for a helix-coil transition and

comparing it with the experimental results. We assumed that

the MM/PBSA energy for the coil-helix transition is dominated

by energetic contributions, and that the experimental free

energy of the coil-helix transition for the P22 N-peptide is

similar to that of the l N-peptide (þ3 kcal $ mol�1; see above).

This allowed us to estimate the conformational entropy contri-

bution to the conformational adaptation (�TDSconf) to be on

the order of ~15 kcal $ mol�1 (DG � DH ¼ 3 þ 11.7 kcal $
mol�1). The entropy change per residue for coil-helix transi-

tions has been reported to be ~�3 cal $ mol�1 (42). This

translates to an entropy contribution at 300 K (19 residues)

of 17.1 kcal $ mol�1, which is in very reasonable agreement

with the above estimate based on the difference between the

experimental free energy and the calculated MM/PBSA ener-

getic contributions. Presumably, because the conformational

entropy is neglected, the calculated absolute free energies of

N-peptide binding to boxB are much more favorable than the

corresponding experimental data.
The calculation of MM/PBSA energetic contributions

allowed us to identify the main driving forces for binding.

In the case of the peptide, the van der Waals interactions

and the electrostatic solvation terms make the most favorable

contributions to the transition from the unfolded peptide

structure to the folded helical structure. The Coulomb

interaction strongly opposes helix formation, presumably

because of the many positive charges of the N-peptide that

come closer together in the helix versus the unfolded confor-

mations (see Fig. S3, ligand). In the case of the RNA, van der

Waals and Coulomb interactions oppose the formation of

the bound form, whereas the bonded contributions and the

electrostatic solvation terms favor the transition to the bound

structure (Fig. S3, receptor). The formation of the bound

RNA structure results in a slightly more compact form that

overall decreases the average distance between charged

phosphate groups, which results in an increase of Coulomb

repulsion that is partially outbalanced by a more negative

Born solvation free energy. The various energetic contribu-

tions associated with the transition from the unbound to

the bound conformation of RNA (receptor) and peptide

(ligand) are illustrated in Fig. S3.

A conceptual weakness of the MM/PBSA approach is the

representation of all water molecules as a continuum. This

may be an oversimplified description of the aqueous environ-

ment, especially for water molecules at the interface between

the peptide and RNA. We therefore went a step beyond

the standard MM/PBSA method by including several

interface water molecules explicitly during the MM/PBSA

calculations.

Previous studies have included explicit water molecules in

MMPBSA calculations (43,44). In the system presented here,

we were able to identify eight water molecules that occupied

nearly the same positions (including some exchanges with

the bulk) during the entire last 10 ns of the simulation of the
Biophysical Journal 97(12) 3139–3149
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complex (Fig. S4). Fortunately, the same positions were also

occupied during the simulation of the free RNA (at very

similar positions and also including exchanges with bulk

water molecules).

This observation indicates that at least a significant frac-

tion of the interface water molecules in the RNA partner

that may stabilize the complex (for example, as H-bond

bridging waters) are already present in the absence of the

binding partner (prehydration). This is not the case for the

peptide, since it undergoes large conformational changes in

the absence of the RNA. The MM/PBSA calculations for

complex and isolated RNA were repeated with the eight

water molecules included (for both bound and unbound

RNA). It must be emphasized that we assume here that the

water molecules belong to a strongly bound hydration shell

of the RNA that is present in the free and bound forms

(not considering possible differences in the water-binding

free energy in the absence or presence of the peptide partner).

The addition of explicit interface water molecules lowers

the total calculated adaptation free energy of the RNA by

~6–8 kcal $ mol�1 (compare Tables 1 and 2). However, the

influence of explicitly accounting for the interface water

molecules on the different contributions to conformational

adaptation is relatively modest (Table 2). Hence, the qualita-

tive conclusions regarding the energetic contributions are

similar to the results from the analysis without explicit inter-

face waters.

Free energy of binding

The MM/PBSA free energy of binding was calculated as the

difference between the MM/PBSA analysis of the trajectory

of the complex minus the results for the N-peptide and

boxB RNA (in either the bound or free form). The difference

between taking either the bound or the free state of the binding

partners as a reference corresponds to the overall structural

adaptation contribution (the sum of the adaptation of

peptide and RNA). Both the GB and PB models gave qualita-

tively very similar results. The calculated total free energy

of binding is strongly favorable (< �110 kcal $ mol�1;

Table 3). Note that the calculated binding free energy does

not account for changes in the conformational entropy of

the binding partners (see discussion in the previous para-

TABLE 3 Average binding free energy

Energy Bound form Free form Adaptation

BOND 0.0 (5 0.0) �1.8 (5 1) 1.8 (5 1)

VDW �49.1 (5 0.3) �68.3 (51) 19.2 (5 1)

ELE �3074.5 (5 2) �2544.9 (5 4) �529.6 (5 2)

SURNP �9.1 (5 0.1) �9.2 (5 0.3) 0.1 (5 0.1)

PB 3011.1 (5 3) 2510.4 (5 4) 500.7 (5 3)

GB 3011.7 (5 3) 2505.3 (5 4) 506.4 (5 2)

DG*PB �121.6 (5 1) �113.7 (5 1) �7.9 (5 1)

DG*GB �121.0 (5 1) �118.8 (5 1) �2.2 (5 1)

*Total energy, sum of all the above energy terms.
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graph). Since for both partners binding is associated with

a considerable loss of conformational flexibility, it is expected

that accounting for this contribution would shift the predicted

free energy to more positive (and hence more realistic) values.

Indeed, an estimate of conformational entropy changes based

on normal-mode calculations averaged over 10 snapshots of

complex and partners resulted in an entropy difference of

46 kcal $ mol�1 opposing complex formation. Accounting

for this contribution brings the calculations closer to experi-

ment, but still significantly overestimates the binding free

energy. One should keep in mind that the normal-mode

approach results only in approximate entropies within

selected snapshots (not accounting for the full conformational

space accessible for the molecules). However, the neglect of

a discussion of the conformational entropy contribution

does not affect any conclusions based on the calculated ener-

getic contributions.

Taking into account that the adaptation free energy lowers

the calculated binding free energy by 2–8 kcal $ mol�1,

depending on whether the PB or GB electrostatic model is

used (Table 3), in the case of including eight interface water

molecules explicitly, the calculated contribution of the struc-

tural adaptation is close to zero (�2.7 kcal $ mol�1 for the

GB model). This indicates, surprisingly, that energetically

the structural adaptation of the binding partners is predicted

to make only a small overall contribution relative to the

total gain in binding free energy. This is mainly because

the adaptation free energy is negative for the N-peptide but

is predicted to be positive for the RNA, and overall

they nearly compensate for each other (Table 1). Of interest,

the change in the Coulomb interaction strongly favored the

complex formation (although it strongly opposed the process

of structural adaptation toward the bound forms of both

peptide and RNA). In addition, the van der Waals interac-

tions and the surface area reduction significantly favor

complex formation, whereas the electrostatic solvation part

opposes binding. Qualitatively very similar results were

obtained when the interface waters were treated explicitly

(Table 4).

TABLE 4 Average binding free energy including eight explicit

interface water molecules

Energy Bound form Free form Adaptation

BOND 0.0 (5 0) �2.0 (5 1) 2.0 (5 1)

VDW �52.1 (5 1) �71.0 (5 1) 18.9 (5 1)

ELE �3108.5 (5 3) �2584.5 (5 3) �524 (5 3)

SURNP �10.1 (5 0.2) �10.5 (5 0.3) 0.4 (5 0.1)

PB 3041.7 (5 3) 2538.5 (5 2) 503.2 (5 4)

GB 3036.1 (5 3) 2530.9 (5 2) 506.2 (5 4)

DG*PB �128.9 (5 1) �129.6 (5 1) 0.7 (5 1)

DG*GB �134.6 (5 1) �137.3 (5 1) �2.7 (5 1)

Binding free energy (kcal/mol) calculated over the last 10 ns from the bound

and free trajectories. The adaptation energy is calculated by subtracting the

total energy of the free state from that of the bound state.

*Total energy, sum of all the above energy terms.
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RNA electrostatic field stabilizes the helical
peptide structure outside of the binding region

The analysis of the N-peptide adaptation free energy (i.e.,

the comparison of peptide conformations compatible

with the bound state versus conformations obtained in the

absence of RNA) indicates that the helical bound structure

is energetically more favorable by ~�11.7 kcal $ mol�1

(�11.4 kcal $ mol�1 for the GB model; Table 1). However,

the fact that unfolding was observed during the MD simula-

tion starting from the initial helical (bound) structure indi-

cates that this favorable energetic contribution is insufficient

to fully compensate for the increase in conformational

entropy upon unfolding (otherwise it should have stayed in

a folded structure).

It would be of significant interest if, during the process

of peptide binding, the helical (bound) structure is further

stabilized by the RNA electrostatic field outside of the

binding region. This would mean that a nearby RNA electro-

static field creates a bias toward the bound form (or induces

the bound form) before the structure enters the binding

site. To investigate this possibility, the trajectory of the

N-peptide in the bound state was shifted relative to the bound

position by 15 Å outside of the binding pocket. The trajec-

tory of the free peptide was also shifted to the same position

(by optimal superposition onto the bound structures; Fig. 3).

We found that 15 Å was the minimum distance that guaran-

teed that no overlap of peptide atoms with any RNA atom

occurred for any trajectory frame. Indeed, the calculated

total free-energy difference between conformations repre-

senting the bound ensemble versus the unbound ensemble

was 6.9 kcal $ mol�1, which is more favorable at a distance

of 15 Å from the binding pocket compared to the free-energy

difference in the absence of boxB RNA (mainly due to

a favorable electrostatic contribution; Fig. 3). Although the

effect decreased with salt concentration, the stabilization

even at 0.2 M salt amounts to ~3.2 kcal $ mol�1, which is

still significantly above the thermal energy at room temper-

ature per degree of freedom (RT ¼ 0.6 kcal $ mol�1, where

R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature). The result

confirms that for the example presented here, the RNA elec-

trostatic field can shift the equilibrium toward the helical

peptide structure outside of the binding site, and contributes

to an induced folding of the peptide during the association

process.

Influence of amino acid substitutions in the
N-peptide on RNA binding and dependence
on salt concentration

To elucidate the importance of individual peptide side chains

for the RNA binding, we substituted the 11 amino acid

residues (forming the binding contact region) of the peptide

by alanine and recalculated the MM/PBSA energies (using

the trajectories obtained from the simulations involving

the wild-type peptide). This results in sterically possible
conformations because the alanine is smaller and represents

a substructure of the substituted side chains. Some of the

substitutions have a very modest influence on the calculated

binding free energy, whereas others result in a large drop of

the calculated binding free energy (Fig. 4). It is important

to note that since the calculations were simply performed

on the trajectory obtained from the wild-type simulations,

any conformational adaptation (due to the substitution) that

would reduce the magnitude of the influence on binding

was not accounted for. Basically, all of the substituted resi-

dues make contacts with the nucleotides of the RNA hairpin

(except for one, Glu-8, which is a conserved residue) along

with six other residues (Ala-2, Thr-4, Arg-5, Arg-6, Arg-9,

and Arg-10) at the N-terminal region of the N-proteins of

bacteriophages (45).

Experimental mutagenesis studies have shown that three

of the conserved residues—Ala-2, Arg-6, and Arg-10—are

important for antitermination functions in l-phage (23). In

agreement with experiment, the calculations indicate that

the substitution of Arg-6 and Arg-10 to alanine causes the

largest drop in calculated binding free energy (Fig. 4). These

two residues contribute a large surface area to the binding

FIGURE 3 Stabilization of the coil-to-helix transition near the RNA

binding site. (Upper panel) Schematic illustration of the process. (Lower
panel) MM/PBSA free-energy contributions averaged over the last 10 ns

of the MD simulations (2500 snapshots). Structures representing the helical

bound form were taken from the simulation of the complex (helix shifted by

15 Å from the binding site). The structures of the isolated N-peptide were

taken from the simulation of the isolated peptide shifted to the same position

15 Å from the binding site. The placement was sufficiently far from the RNA

to avoid any sterical overlap.
Biophysical Journal 97(12) 3139–3149
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FIGURE 4 Change in the calculated binding free energy

upon substitution by alanine. Negative DDG values corre-

spond to unfavorable substitutions, and positive values

indicate improved binding due to alanine mutation. The

change in the solvent-accessible surface area that is buried

at the protein-RNA interface for each amino acid residues

is also indicated. Results are given for the PB (A) and

GB (B) approaches.
of the hairpin RNA, and also participate in several H-bonds

with the hairpin nucleotides to stabilize the complex.

Experimental data for the effect of the same mutations in

the P22 N-peptide are not available. However, in general,

the effect of substituting Arg residues at the center of related

N-peptides (e.g., N-peptide of phage l (22)) by other resi-

dues results in smaller binding free-energy changes (on the

order of a few kcal $ mol�1) than predicted by our calcula-

tions. This is at least in part due to the conformational

relaxation upon substitution that is not accounted for in our

calculations, which should reduce the effect of amino acid

substitutions on the calculated change in binding free energy.

However, the calculations can give valuable insight into the

relative importance of peptide residues for RNA binding.

Other substitutions that are energetically unfavorable are

Arg-5, His-7, Arg-9, and Arg-11 to Ala. Moreover, Arg-5

is conserved in bacteriophages, and along with the other argi-

nine residues it also plays an important role in the binding of

arginine-rich peptide motifs that recognize an RNA struc-

tural element (19). In general, Arg residues play an important

role in both protein-RNA and protein-protein interfaces by

participating in a large number of H-bonds through their
Biophysical Journal 97(12) 3139–3149
guanidinium group: at protein-protein interfaces, the guani-

dinium group is involved with other polar residues (46),

and in protein-RNA interfaces it recognizes a specific base

sequence in the RNA chain (10). In this particular case, the

side chain of arginine is important to recognize a G:C base-

pair (part of a GNRA tetraloop) located at the major groove

of the hairpin RNA.

Mutation of Asn-1, Lys-3, Thr-4, Glu-8, and Ile-15 to Ala

resulted in smaller changes in DDGbinding because these resi-

dues are either outside of the core-binding region or are on

the opposite face of the N-peptide helix. Glu-8, for example,

does not form any contact with the nucleotides; however,

substitution by Ala resulted in a decrease of the calculated

binding free energy due to the reduced electrostatic repul-

sion. The results from the GB model were very similar to

those obtained with the more demanding finite-difference

PB calculations in almost all cases (Fig. 4).

The influence of the salt concentration in the framework of

the nonlinear PB approach on the N-peptide-boxB binding

was also investigated. The calculations did not only involve

one structure that was representative of each state of the

system; instead, in each case, averages over 250 snapshots
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taken from the final 10 ns of each simulation were used. The

slope of the binding free energy versus logarithm of the salt

concentration ranged from 4.8 to 5.6, taking the free or

bound RNA and peptide structures as references, respec-

tively (Table 5). The calculated slope for the wild-type N-

peptide boxB binding is in very good agreement with exper-

imental data reported by Austin et al. (22), and similar to the

salt dependence obtained for the related l N-peptide boxB

system (5,21). The difference between the calculated salt

dependence taking the bound versus unbound RNA and N-

peptide structures as references (representing the free states)

can be mainly attributed to the salt dependence of the coil-

helix transition of the N-peptide, because the calculated

salt dependence of the transition of the RNA from the bound

to free form is negligible (data not shown), presumably

because of the small conformational difference between

unbound and bound RNA structures. The difference corre-

sponds to a calculated salt dependence of ~�0.8 kcal $
mol�1 for the P22 N-peptide coil-helix transition. Remark-

ably, Draper and Garcia-Garcia (21) experimentally deter-

mined the salt dependence of the coil-helix transition for

the related but slightly longer l N-peptide (22 residues, as

opposed to 19 in our system) and obtained �0.63(þ/

�0.08) kcal $ mol�1, which is in very close agreement

with our calculation.

The calculated salt dependencies of sequence variants of

the N-peptide resulted in a decrease by 0.6–1.0 kcal $ mol�1

for replacing an Arg in the core-binding region by Ala, no

effect from replacing a neutral side chain, and an increase

by ~0.6 kcal $ mol�1 in the case of replacing Glu-8 by Ala

(Table 5). The calculations agree well with experimental

results obtained in previous studies on the related l N/box

B system that used similar calculations but employed single

TABLE 5 Effect of salt concentration on the calculated binding

free energy

Slope of the change in binding free

energy DDGbinding (kcal/mol)

Bound reference Free reference

Wild-type 5.62 4.79

Asn-1 5.63 4.80

Lys-3 4.74 4.00

Thr-4 5.61 4.80

Arg-5 4.88 4.10

Arg-6 4.69 4.00

His-7 4.83 4.10

Glu-8 6.22 5.42

Arg-9 4.81 4.11

Arg-10 4.72 4.00

Arg-11 4.99 4.17

Ile-15 5.60 4.79

Slope was calculated over the last 10 ns of the MD trajectories. Residues

were substituted by alanine. Bound and free reference indicates that the

trajectories from the complex or the isolated RNA and peptide, respectively,

were used to represent the individual partner structures for calculating the

binding free energies.
structures of N-peptide/boxB complexes (5,21), as opposed

to the ensembles used in this study. The latter result also indi-

cates that the salt dependencies of binding are quite robust

with respect to modest conformational changes (as included

in our calculations).

CONCLUSIONS

The N-protein of bacteriophages (P22, l, and 421) plays an

essential role in transcription antitermination and regulation

of phage gene expression (13–23,47). The MM/PBSA

approach was used to analyse various contributions to the

P22 N-peptide-boxB interaction. The calculated salt depen-

dence of the coil-helix transition, as well as the salt

dependence of the wild-type N-peptide-RNA binding and

of several peptide sequence variants, was in good agreement

with available experimental data and data on the closely

related phage l N system (5,22).

The process of binding was formally split into two subpro-

cesses: the transition of the RNA and peptide from the

ensemble obtained from the simulations in the absence of

the partner to conformations that represent the structure in

the complex. The calculations that did not account for

conformational entropy changes predicted a negative change

in the free energy of transforming to the bound form for the

peptide (�11.7 kcal $ mol�1), but a positive change in

the case of the RNA (19.8 kcal $ mol�1). In both cases,

the Coulomb interactions opposed the transition, whereas the

van der Waals and solvation contributions favored the

transition to the bound structures. The association of peptide

and RNA was strongly opposed by electrostatic solvation,

but overall was favored electrostatically and by surface

area reduction and increased van der Waals interactions.

It was also possible to identify stable water-binding sites

that partially bury water molecules at the peptide-RNA

interface and were already occupied at the surface of the

RNA in the absence of the peptide partner. This indicated

a partial preformation of a hydration layer that mediates

interactions in the complex between peptide and RNA.

The inclusion of these explicit water molecules during

MM/PBSA calculations resulted in qualitatively similar

results but an overall reduction of the calculated RNA adap-

tation free energy. In addition, the inclusion of interface

water molecules explicitly predicted that the overall adapta-

tion energy to form the bound structures was zero, because

the unfavorable energy of forming the bound RNA structure

was outbalanced by the favorable adaptation energy of the

peptide.

By analyzing the peptide coil-helix transition near the

RNA-binding site, we found that the electrostatic field of

the RNA not only attracts the positively charged N-peptide

to the binding site, it also provides a significant driving

force for a transition to the bound form near the binding cleft.

The protein-RNA interaction is frequently accompanied by

conformational changes that can include partial unfolding-
Biophysical Journal 97(12) 3139–3149
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folding transition events (13). It is, therefore, likely that

a mechanism that influences the equilibrium of folded bound

versus unfolded protein conformations also plays an impor-

tant role in other systems of peptide-RNA or protein-RNA

interactions.

SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Molecular mechanics/Poisson-Boltzmann calculations, four figures, and

references are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/

S0006-3495(09)01518-5.
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